
After 4 days in Albuquerque I wanted to pen a few
words about my experience here even though I do so with
Mollie bedded down some 350 km away in Alamo-. It is
difficult not to wax enthusiastic about this community. At
a nearly optimum size of half a million people, it is a
triangular mix of three different cultures (Pueblo people
and other Native Americans, Hispanics – mostly from
Mexico and whites all amiably mixed into a laid-back and
friendly place to move around in. They have a very-well
developed transit system that I have used to the max with
a $2.00 per day pass, with everything from well-used bike
racks on the front of each bus and accordion buses that
leap frog most stops and take you where you want to go
almost as fast as the souped-up, gun-racked, hub-capped,
growly mufflered, bobble-headed pick-ups that are as
ubiquitous here as the cloudless skies. Transit riders think

nothing of starting up a conversation with whomever and they are almost always obliged. Today on the bus, someone
three or four rows behind me sneezed. My immediate thought re-action was “I hope to tell she blew that into her
elbow.” Meanwhile, the guy beside me – beside me, not her – turns around and says, “Bless you.” Go figure, but that
about sums it up.

There is a quality of light here that I have rarely seen in other towns and cities. And it has everything to do with the
sand-tan adobe coloured sides of so many of their public and private buildings. If they had a state colour, it would be
‘southwest adobe tan’. Coupled with the ever present desert sand which, at times, blows in from everywhere, it is
almost as if the sun passes through and reflects these colours. Those of you who have been here before may be able to
relate to what I’m trying to describe. You see your surroundings as if looking through tan-coloured glasses. The city’s
public spaces are grand and open reflecting the sky and the lingering frontier spirit that peaks out around so many
corners. From their marvellous State Fair which I was able to catch the last day of, to the atmosphere and shops of old
town Albuquerque, there is much to see and do here and I recommend it to those who may be looking for a travel
experience that vies with the traditional tourist outlets that accommodate so many snow-birds.

The best of the three days though was a magical and mystical journey back into my own timelines and the history
of one of the most iconic roads in the Americas. Those of us who are into their 6th, 7th and even 8th decades (my God,
where has it all gone?) may remember how sublimated and entranced many of us were with the advent of TV and the
wonderfully insidious (others would say ‘vacuous’) ways that we all became Americans living vicariously through the
adventures of Fess Parker and Davie Crockett, Fathers Knows Best (sic), and Nancy Drew.

One of the very first road shoes (and I loved them all which may explain why I have moved 28 times in my life –
other than for the reason that my creditors eventually found out where I lived) ever shot for TV starting in 1960 was
‘Route 66’. It played for 4 years, caught the early rumblings of a generation about to go after some apple carts and put
Route 66 on the map forever. And 50 years later, I still remember that wonderful, breezy, jazzy Nelson Riddle theme
song- a few simple notes on a piano backed-up by strings and a snare-drum that opened and closed the show on the
adventures of two young almost-misfits males who travelled that double-strip, neon-lit-miles-of-endless-pavement
between Chicago and LA in a ‘Vette: The fabled and historic Route 66. You can pick up the theme on You Tube and it
is as cool as the day it was written.

The Wiki editor’s summed it up best: “One of the legacies Route 66 left behind is a dramatic and photographic
portrait of early-1960s America as a less crowded and less complicated era--if not a less violent one--in which altruism
and optimism still had a place. That place was filled by two young men who seemed to represent the best in us, the
willingness to stand up for the weak, and who espoused old-fashioned values like honesty and the physical courage
necessary to fight in their own and others' defence. In their role of wanderers, they appeared to be peaceful rebels who
seemed to reject, at least for a time, material possessions and the American dream of owning a home. The boys were
de facto orphans adrift in American society.”

I’ve spent the last 3 days on it travelling it from one end of Albuquerque to the other trying to soak up as much of
the history of the route as this short section of it will permit. A very cool experience and one that we TV freaks of the
‘60s immersed ourselves in every week!

Well, that’s it! I’m half done. I’ll return in May, pick up Mollie, choose a new route home and move through the
world again, trying not to let it pass me by!

Thanks for the story Peter, we’ll all stay tuned next fall for … “The Rest Of The Story”!


